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Straightforward    Business

11d	 Banks
Speaking & Vocabulary: banks
1	 Work in small groups. Discuss the questions.

• How did you choose the bank where you have your 
bank account? What kind of account do you have?

• What did you have to do to open your bank account?
• How happy are you with your bank? What would you 

like to change, if anything?

2	 Complete the chart with the words and phrases from 
the box.

equity    financing    High Street    
raise    retail    savers    services

Traditional Banking Organization

Central bank Financial (1) 

(2)  banks Investment banks

Commercial banks 
(mostly deal with 
businesses)

Savings banks (mostly for 
individual (3) )

Postal savings banks

Ethical banks (which only 
make ethical investments)

Internet banks (with no 
(4)  branches)

Investment banks (which 
(5)  money for 
businesses by selling debt 
or (6) )

Merchant banks (which 
focus on international 
(7) )

Reading
1	 Read the article and put the paragraphs A–E into the 

correct order.

2	 Read the article again and choose the best way to 
complete each sentence.

1 Tax authorities are beginning to make / know they 
will never make any / are not making any progress in 
their attempt to get financial information about their 
citizens.

2 Klaus Zumwinkel was the first / most important / only 
German businessman to be caught by the authorities 
for tax evasion.

3 The political problems between Germany and 
Liechtenstein were caused by the German 
government’s bullying / German tax system / 
Liechtenstein government’s refusal to make their banks 
more open.

4 The writer gives three / five / seven reasons for 
Liechtenstein’s defence of banking secrecy.

5 Information about the Liechtenstein bank accounts 
was sold to governments by a criminal / the German 
Chancellor / the OECD.

3	 Find the words in the box in the article and use the 
context to try to guess their meaning. Then match the 
words to the definitions 1–8.

confidential   dodger   evasion   exploit   launch
loophole   offshore   transparency

1 begin an important activity
2 being clear enough to see through
3 in a different country from your own, where you pay 

less tax
4 not doing something that you should do
5 person who illegally does not pay something
6 secret
7 something that has been left out of a law, that people 

can use so that they do not have to obey it
8 use a situation so that you can benefit from it

4	 Work with a partner. Discuss the questions.

 Do you think that …
• Klaus Zumwinkel’s punishment was appropriate (he 

had avoided paying just under €1 million in taxes)?
• national governments should buy stolen information 

in order to catch tax-dodgers?
• individual people have the right to use offshore 

banking services?
• it is possible to have banking systems that prevent tax 

evasion?

	 Justify your answers.
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Grammar: so & such
1	 Look at the article again and complete the examples 

in the grammar box.

Use so and such to make adjectives, adverbs and 
nouns more emphatic.
Use so with an adjective or an adverb.
With an adjective: so (1) .
With an adverb: so (2) .

Use so + much, many, few or little with nouns.
so much: (3) . so few: (5) 
so many: (4)  so little: (6) 

Use such with a noun phrase. Notice the position 
of a / an with a singular noun.
such a/an (7) 

You can also use such with uncountable and 
plural nouns.
With an uncountable noun: such political power
With a plural noun: such (8) 
Use so/such …. that to express a consequence.
So (9)  people are avoiding tax that 
governments have to act.

 See Language Reference page 114

2	 Complete the text with so or such.

 The company was having (1)  many problems 
that they had difficulty paying their tax bill. Things 
were (2)  bad that bankruptcy was a real 
possibility. They decided to employ a tax consultant, 
but the consultant charged (3)  high fees that 
the owner had to borrow the money. Unfortunately, 
his own finances were in (4)  a bad state that 
he had to pay very high interest rates on the loan.

3	 Rewrite the sentences so that the meaning 
stays the same.

1 Banks have such importance in our economy that 
they should be more regulated by governments.

 Banks are  that .
2 When a bank has such problems that it needs help 

from the government, the government must help.
 When a bank’s problems are  that it needs 

help from the government, the government must 
help.

3 When banks do not perform well, the executives 
should not be given such high bonuses.

 When banks do not perform well, the bonuses for 
executives should not be .

4 Bankers are paid so much that they should not get 
bonuses as well.

 Bankers have  salaries that .
5 It is normal for people to want to avoid paying such 

high taxes.
 It is normal for people to want to avoid paying taxes 

that are .

The Vienna headquarters  
of LTG group

Opening the doors of the banks

  A  On the face of it, it might seem that countries like 
Liechtenstein are acting so immorally that they can have 
nothing to say in their defence. Their banking policies 
encourage tax evasion by citizens of other nations: they 
encourage crime. But, Liechtenstein responded, Germany 
and other countries were not so innocent themselves. The 
information that was used against Klaus Zumwinkel had been 
stolen and then sold to the Germans and others. The Germans 
were using their political and economic power to bully little 
Liechtenstein, and the problems began with the tax systems 
of the big industrial nations, which were so complicated that 
people did not have much choice but to move their wealth to 
offshore havens. Furthermore, many of these rich nations have 
their own tax havens. The British, for example, have the Channel 
Islands, which is becoming such a problem that there are now 
big tensions between the islands and the central government.

  B  The Germans were the first to react. They launched 
investigations into a number of the country’s top executives, 
who were suspected of using Liechtenstein banks to avoid 
paying German tax. The first big name to fall was Klaus 
Zumwinkel, the CEO of Deutsche Post AG, who was forced to 
resign and was later fined one million Euros and given a two-
year suspended prison sentence.

  C  Zumwinkel was not alone. In fact, there was such a large 
number of people using offshore banking services to avoid 
tax, that the scandal rapidly became a political issue. At a time 
of economic crisis, governments around the world were no 
longer prepared to tolerate massive tax evasion. They were 
losing so much money (over three trillion dollars each year) 
that something had to be done. The German Chancellor began 
putting pressure on the Liechtenstein government, and tension 
grew between the two countries.

  D  Everybody knows that there are parts of the world where 
you can find banks with such confidential systems that your 
finances can remain hidden from the taxman forever. Bermuda, 
Liechtenstein andSwitzerland are among the most well-known 
examples. Banks in these countries give so little information 
about their clients’ accounts, that the tax authorities know 
they are fighting a losing battle. However, in the first decade 
of the 21st century, the locked doors of banking secrecy were 
blown open. A former employee of the Liechtenstein LTG 
group started selling the bank’s confidential computer files to 
tax authorities in Germany, the US and Britain, among other 
countries.

  E  However, under pressure from the EU and the OECD, 
Liechtenstein, Switzerland and other countries are promising 
bank reform and greater transparency. This will assuage the 
big nations, but the problem of tax avoidance is unlikely to go 
away. There are so many other small countries who will not and 
cannot change (because they have so few alternative sources 
of revenue), that tax-dodgers will always find somewhere to go. 
And nobody has ever managed to devise a tax system that does 
not contain loopholes that the ultra-rich cannot exploit.

Glossary
assuage v make an unpleasant feeling less unpleasant
avoid v choose not to do something in order to achieve 

a better result


